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All the figures above refer to the Mazars global integrated partnership.
Mazars is an international, integrated and independent organisation, specialising in audit, accountancy, advisory, tax and legal services.

As of 1st January 2018, Mazars and its correspondents operate throughout 102 countries and territories, of which 86 are part of Mazars' international integrated partnership and 16 are Mazars correspondent firms and representative offices. The Praxity Alliance offers Mazars operating capacity via professional teams in 21 additional countries.

Mazars draws upon the expertise of 20,000 women and men led by 980 partners working from 300 offices worldwide. We assist clients of all sizes, from SMEs to mid-caps and global players as well as start-ups and public organisations, at every stage of their development.

These figures are valid as of 1st January 2018. For up-to-date information, please visit www.mazars.com/keydata
DARING IS THE PRICE OF PROGRESS

Mazars’ turnover rose by 12.8% in 2016-2017, to reach the €1.5bn threshold. This performance shows a marked acceleration of our growth over the last 12 months and, even more significantly, confirms our continuous and fast-paced development trajectory, with a 45% increase over the last four years. Mazars pursues its global expansion: since 2008, we have almost doubled our geographic coverage, with an integrated partnership that now spans 86 countries and territories.

At Mazars, we believe that continuous and sustainable growth entails being able to adapt and transform. We are fully aware that the audit profession is undergoing profound changes, and we know that innovation will be of the essence. In a fast-evolving environment, we will continue to be advocates for increased trust and transparency.

As a global audit and advisory organisation, we will never compromise the values and principles we have inherited. We will strive to become more agile, more flexible, and more diverse. We are determined to fully embrace the digital revolution and we will acquire more and more technology-driven expertise. This is how we will continue to create shared value or our clients, our teams, and all our stakeholders.
This year, our Yearbook has been redesigned as an entry point into a much larger world, with much more content available all year round on our digital platform.

From open innovation to stewardship, from the future of the audit profession to our team’s perspective on the future, our 2017 Yearbook sheds light from various angles on the notion of transformation.

All our stories are available in full format on our “Creating Shared Value by Mazars” website: sharedvalue.mazars.com

The MazarsLive! app features content from many sources (websites, blogs, newsletters...) provided by Mazars at global level, in a smart way, letting you customise your newsfeed.

MazarsLive! news channels include:
Accounting and Outsourcing • IFRS
Banking • Insurance • Real Estate
Innovation • Management and Leadership
Opinions... and more!
These figures are valid as of 1st January 2018.
For always up-to-date information, please visit:
www.mazars.com/keydata